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PREFACE

THE SETTLERS III has arrived and with it exciting additions and
improvements. New game animation shows the third generation of Settlers, their homes, workplaces, temples, ships and
instruments of war in new 3D design. The gameplay is now
more dynamic, buildings can be constructed more quickly,
and battles are fought in real time. Navigation has undergone a major revamping with an increased number of ships
for each of the three competing races. War is being waged on
land and at sea, can the heavens be far behind? No, of course
not. The Settlers are as industrious and lively as ever before,
but with the occasional divine intervention of Jupiter, Horus
or Ch’ih-yu, a little religious fervor might be just what you
need to lighten the Settlers loads.
THE SETTLERS III offers massive multiplayer features over the
Internet. Now you can pit your race of Settlers against your
friend’s tribe on a local area net or against more than 10
Settlers fans from all over the world on the Blue Byte
SETTLERS III servers. An entirely new lobby system awaits you
where you can get the most recent information on the
Settlers, chat with other Settlers fans, exchange tips, and join
in one of a variety of games offered there or even create your
own.
THE SETTLERS III uses a building block concept for giving you the
information you want and need, in a form which is flexible
and convenient. For those of you not wanting to be spoon-fed
with details that only dampen your zeal for exploration, on
and off the map, this printed handbook will not spoil your

Preface
start with unwanted explanations. For those of you who
prefer more secure footing before setting off into new
Settlers worlds, a special, supplementary online handbook is
available which you can access at any time, even during
battle. Here you will find almost, if not all the information
your heart desires about this or the other feature.
We want to thank all the Settlers fans who have
contributed so much in the way of suggestions, self-made
maps, beta-testing, and even a couple masterpieces of crayon
art sent in by the youngest of Settlers fans. We wish you all
hours and hours of enjoyment playing THE SETTLERS III,
whether morn-ings when all the others are sleeping in, on
those cold wintry evenings with a hot chocolate not too
near the key-board, or during the lunchbreak at work.
Have fun wherever and whenever!
your SETTLERS III team
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In order to be able to play THE SETTLERS III, you must have
Windows® 95, Windows® 98, or Windows® NT 4.0 installed on your
PC. The minimum installation requires 250 MBytes of free space on
your hard drive. You must also have DirectX 6.0™ installed on
your computer. In case you have not yet installed DirectX 6.0™ on
your computer, we have included it for your convenience on the
SETTLER III CD under the directory DirectX™. For more information
on installing DirectX™, please read the section below entitled
Installing DirectX™.

Technical Requirements
IBM PC or 100% compatible

Minimum Requirements
Pentium® 100 MHz
32 MB RAM
Mouse
2MB Graphic Card (DirectX®-compatible)
250 MB free Hard Drive Space
4x CD-ROM Drive
Windows® 95, Windows® 98, or Windows® NT 4.0
DirectX®6.0 (included on CD)
28.8 Modem for Internet gaming
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Recommended Configuration
Pentium® 166 MHz
32 MB RAM
Soundcard (DirectX®-compatible)

Supports
Local Area Network LAN
Settlers III Internet Server

9

Installing under Windows® 95, Windows® 98, or
Windows® NT 4.0
Turn on your computer and insert the SETTLERS III CD into your
CD-ROM drive. The installation program starts automatically.
SETTLERS III will be installed automatically according to the
hardware configuration of your PC (for example: sound card,
graphic card, accelerators, etc.) If AutoPlay is disabled, doubleclick the My Computer icon on your desktop, double-click the
icon for your CD-ROM drive, and then double-click the S3.exe icon.

Installing DirectX

TCP/IP and IPX/SPX protocol
Circle Surround™
CD-Audio
SETTLERS III will also run on slower computers, as long as
Windows® 95, Windows® 98, or Windows® NT 4.0 and DirectX 6.0 is
installed and you have at least 32 MB RAM. Blue Byte cannot guarantee, however, that the quality of the graphics will be
satisfactory in that case.
THE SETTLERS III does not support installation under MS-DOS™
The SETTLERS III only runs under Windows® 95, Windows® 98, or
Windows® NT 4.0. An installation under MS-DOS is not possible.

DirectX is not automatically installed on your PC. If you have
not yet installed DirectX on your computer, you will be given
the option to do so in the Setup menu. During the installation,
a bar will appear indicating the progress of the installation.

Problems
NOTE: If you have technical problems or questions concerning
THE SETTLERS III, please contact us at out hotline number. Our
hotline is available to you from Monday through Friday (excl.
public holidays) you may also send us a fax at any time.
Hotline number

UK: (44) 1604 259090 (12.00 pm – 6.00 pm)
US: (512) 343-1099 (8.30 am – 5.00 pm CST)
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Starting the program

Fax number

UK: (44) 1604 624553 (9.00 am – 6.00 pm)
US: (512) 343-1886 (8.30 am – 5.00 pm CST)

Before you call, please make a note of all important system
information ( for example, sound card, graphic card, RAM ,
DirectX information, and any additional hardware that may
be present like graphic accelerators). In order to identify
driver related problems, please also make a note of software
that you use.

Starting THE SETTLERS III: Preliminaries
Before you can start SETTLERS III, you first have to insert your
SETTLERS III disc into your CD-ROM drive. After you do this, the
game will start automatically unless you have disabled your
AutoPlay function. If AutoPlay is disabled, double-click the My
Computer icon on your desktop, double-click the icon for your
CD-ROM drive, and then double-click the S3.exe icon.
After THE SETTLERS III has loaded, you will see the start screen.
From the start screen, you can choose one of four ways to play
THE SETTLERS III by clicking on the APPROPRIATE button. The first
two buttons, the Campaign button and the Start game button,
offer two options for playing alone on your computer. The
second two buttons, the Multiplayer game: LAN button and the
Multiplayer game: Internet button offer two options for playing
against other players on a local area net or the Internet. The
last button, the Exit game button, will return you to your
Windows desktop.
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Getting your Feet Wet
In THE SETTLERS III, your mouse will take care of nearly all the
necessary on-screen controls. When your pointer rests a short
while over a button in the control CENTER or an object in the
playing area, a ”tool” tip or ”object” tip will appear giving you a
short description. In this way all buildings, tools and raw
materials are clearly designated. This means that you don t
have to spend time looking through the manual to find out
what this symbol means or what that object does. the answer is
only a mouse-glide away.
When you click on the Computer icon in the lower left-hand
corner of the control center, you enter the menu for loading
and saving games. Here you will also find a button that leads
you direct to our detailed online documentation.
No matter which type of game you have chosen to play, offline
or online, you will eventually arrive at the SETTLERS III
opening screen.
This screen is divided into three
areas:
The overview map
The control center
The playing area
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In the upper left-hand corner of the screen, you will
see your overhead map in the form of a
parallelogram. Within the overhead map you will
notice a small-explored area encircled by a dotted
white line. This lightened area represents the
portion of land you occupY at the be-ginning of the game. What
is left is the fog-of-war, which will remain black until you have
explored or colonized it, you can get started exploring
immediately.
Colonizing means building up your territory so that you can
establish a functioning society for the settlers. This means, in
turn, deciding what tools and weapons are needed, who you
want to trade with, and who might be good allies. All of these
operations, and a lot more, can be PERFORMED from within the
control center, found below the overview map.
Click on the House icon (first row, on the left) and
you will enter the Construction menu where you can
find all the buildings available for YOUR COLONY.
Click on the Graph icon (first row, in the middle) and
you will enter the Statistics menu. There you can
check up on a variety of things to find out why
something is not happening the way you think it should. Maybe
you d like to see how many saws you have on hand, or how your
wood supply is doing, here you can find out what you want or
need to know to manage your colony.

Getting started
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Click on the Slider Panel icon (first row, on the right)
and you will enter the OPTIONS menu where you can
perform all the fine adjustments that are necessary
from time to time for successful colonization. How many
carriers do I need? Which tools should be produced next? Should
I garrison more soldiers to my castle? These are all matters that
you can deal with in the OPTIONS MENU.
A thriving colony requires a number of things that must be
produced. The Settlers need building materials to construct
their homes and workplaces. To ensure that you have the
necessary building materials after your initial supply is
exhausted, a hut for your woodcutter, stonecutter AND
forester AS WELL AS A
sawmill will allow you to realize your further building plans.
As you expand and sophisticate your colony, you will certainly
want to have iron and coal so that you can produce
additional tools and weapons. Your initial supply won‘t last
forever. For this you need to build mines, smelting works, a tool
smith‘s works and a weapon smith‘s works. Then there is the
question of food. Your hardworking miners won‘t work too
long on empty bellies. This means building grain farms, pig farms,
grain mills, slaughterhouses and bakeries.
If your Settlers want to engage in trade, they will need ships
and caravans. For this, shipyards and harbors as well as donkey
ranches and market places must be built. As you can see, your
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colony is becoming increasingly multifaceted. But there is still
more. For all these new workplaces, the population of your
colony must grow as well. This is only possible when you build
additional housing. In order to protect and expand your
territory, or to conquer enemy territory by taking over enemy
military buildings, your colony will need to recruit additional
soldiers. To realize these ambitions, you will have to build
watchtowers, barracks, and maybe even a castle OR TWO.
You can find a more detailed description of these menus in our
online documentation. Most of what you see, though, is pretty
self-explanatory. Just give it a try!
The actual playing area is the big map in front of you, with the
little settlers scurrying around. The fog-of-war on the
perimeter will remain black until you send your settlers out
exploring, uncovering the vast world that surrounds you.
At the beginning of the game, you have only a guardtower, a
handful of soldiers and some civilian settlers bustling around.
If you have started with the tutorial mission which is included
among the single player maps, as we recommend, you have
already received instructions about what you have to do. In
case you didn t, no problem, just click on the ”House” icon in the
control center. Right below it is a second row of icons. Click on
the ”RESOURCES” icon (the one on the far left). Below this icon
you’ll see the menu fill with buildings. Find the woodcutter ’s
hut in this group and click on it. The tool tips can help you out
here. Just glide your pointer over the buildings.

Getting started
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After you have clicked on the
woodcutter’s hut, you will see green,
yellow and red dOTS as well as a
darkened symbol of the
woodcutter’s hut almost all over
the playing area. This shows you all
the possible sites for building this
hut. The dots indicate how
favorable the site is for building,
green dots mean the shortest
building time, yellow dots mean intermediate building time and
red dots the loNG- est building time. When you have decided
where you want to build the woodcutter’s hut – near some trees
might be a good idea – simply click there in the playing area.
The relationships between THE buildings and how they depend on
one another is explained in the tutorial mission. In addition,
you can find more detailed information in the online
documentation. But a short overview of the interdependencies
of your colony might be helpful.
At the beginning you are, of course, interested in getting your
colony off to a good start. Your initial supply of materials is
limited. You ‘ll naturally want to make sure that you have a
further supply so that your colony doesn‘t come to an abrupt
HALT after you have built five guardtowers and discover you
have no boards or stone for constructing additional buildings!
Initially, it is a good idea to make sure you have a thriving
construction industry because without building materials,
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there can be no buildings and without buildings, no colony.
You will discover that, depending on which race you HAVE
CHOSEN, the materials needed for building will vary. The Romans
use about equal proportions of wood and stone for their
buildings, the Egyptians use a higher proportion of stone
than wood, and the Asians use a higher proportion of wood
than stone.
A prosperous construction industry also requires an adequate
supply of labor. This labor force does not come into being
automatically as it did in THE SETTLERS 2. Residences have to be
built for your Settlers. As soon as you have built a new
residence, you have an additional supply of labor at your
disposal. If you wish, you can even determine yourself whether
your new laborers are to be employed as carriers, builders or
diggers. For more detailed information on the possibilities for
fine-tuning, please consult your online documentation.
After you have gotten your construction industry off the
ground and have erected your first few buildings, you will become aware that space is becoming tight. You need more land.
And just across the border, it looks as if there’s lots of free space
calling out to you, “ Come, put me to use, colonize me“ . To be able
to colonize this territory, you first have to occupy it. This will
be your first military action. Build a guardtower or castle as
close as possible to the border (at the beginning a guardtower is
preferable as this saves on building materials). As soon as the
guardtower is finished, it will be automatically occupied by a
soldier, and the surrounding area will come under the control

Getting started
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of your colony. Now you will have enough space to begin
buiLding up the second industrial pillar of your colony, the
food industry.
At this point, it may be wise to build a grain farm, a waterworks,
a grain mill and a bakery. The food that becomes available after
you’ve done this will be needed by your mineworkers.
So far you have taken care of basic nutrition of your minewORkers, but the miners have different tastes. GOLD MINERS PREFER
FISH AND IRON MINERS PREFER MEAT. To provide the miners with
meat, for example, grain from the farm has to be delivered to a
pig farm, and pigs from the pig farm have to be delivered to the
slaughterhouse so that meat can be produced. AND DON’T FORGET
THAT PIGS NEED WATER TO DRINK. Providing the miners with fish is
a bit simpler. If your colony has a coast, you need only build a
fisherman s hut there. The miners are not the only Settlers who
have their special wishes. The special wishes of the soldiers,
though, are not dietary, but mercenary. gold and gems will
work wonders for their motivation.
Now you are ready to deal with the third and final pillar of
your Settler colony, the heavy metal industry. The mines are the
basis for this industry and mines can only be built on or along
mountain chains. Sometimes a small hill is enough. Your
geologist is responsible for exploring and discovering natural
re-sources. There are iron ore mines, coal mines and gold mines
and the Asians also have sulfur mines and the Egyptians gem
mines. From iron ore and coal, the iron smelting works can
produce iron bars. When these iron bars are brought to the tool
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smith or weapon smith, tools and weapons can be produced. The
tools that are produced are of critical importance. A sawmill
without a saw IS NOT ESPECIALLY PRODUCTIVE. Weapons are a
necessity for the military. A soldier without a sword will
probably not
intimidate too many of your enemies. The military requires not
only weapons, but also barracks. THESE ENABLE the recruitment
of soldiers. The gold mines and gem mines also have a special
importance for the military. You will discover soon enough
that the soldiers have a decidedly mercenary streak. Is the military really worth all the trouble? Somewhere along the line,
the few soldiers you have at the beginning of the game are not
going to be enough to cover the needs of your growing colony.
Each of those watchtowers that expands your territory requIres
a soldier to man it. And these few soldiers are also not going to
counter any massive attacks from enemy troops, or TO BE ABLE TO
take over an enemy watchtower. If you can’t take over an enemy
watchtower, you can‘t take possession of enemy-held lands.
You will discover soon enough that you are not alone in the
Settler world. And you will also discover that you have two
ways of dealing with your neighbors. The peaceful solution
involves trading with them. For this you will need to build
market places and donkey ranches, so that you can form
caravans. You can also cross the sea to trade. In this case, you
will need shipyards to produce merchant ships and harbors
where the ships can dock. The second, and less peaceful,
alternative of dealing with your neighbors is war. You may be
attacked by your neighbors or you will have to begin an attack

Getting started
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yourself at some point. Your task is the complete conquest of the
Settler world. In order to conquer enemy territory, you have to
occupy or destroy the buildings from which your enemy
controls this territory - the guardtowers and castles.
And because THE SETTLERS III now has gods, the power of prayer
cannot be lightly dismissed. A well-developed culture without a
heavenly benefactor can experience the jealous rage of the gods.
But the Settlers are not helpless; theY have temples and priests
that can avert the worst. You really shouldn’t ignore their
help, because even though the gods may at first appear a bit
clumsy, they have a generous portion of magic at their disposal.
Your priests will help you through times of trouble but keep in
mind that they need a lot of liquor to curry the favor of the
gods.
Once more briefly summarized, the steps to establishing
a thriving Settler colony.
Set up your construction industry which will supply
further building materials.
Build residences to ensure an adequate supply of labor.
Expand your territory with GUARDtowers or castles.
Build up your food industry WITH farms, bakers AND
slaughterhouses, not forgetting fish or
alcoholic beverages
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Getting started
Have your geologist find natural resources. There you
can build the mines and smelting works to supply your
tool and weapon smiths.
Build one or more barracks to recruit soldiers.
Expand your territory, carry out trade and conquer
enemy-held land by taking over enemy GUARDtowers and
castles. Control the seas and conquer other islands
with your ships.
Keep your priests active by building temples and STORING
PLENTY OF ALCOHOL FOR THE godS.

The Settlers, their Tools, and Activities
Carrier
No tool
Those goods have to get from where they‘re made to
where they ‘re needed. So don‘t place your buildings too
far from each other – the carriers already have a big
enough burden to bear!

Digger
Shovel
Before the buildings go up, the land must be cleared.
And the rougher the terrain, the longer it takes for the
building to begin. A digger without his shovel is really
hard to motivate!

Woodcutter
Axe
If there are enough trees, your woodcutter will do his
best to ensure that there is enough lumber for all necessary
building projects. All he needs is an axe to swing!

Forester
No tool
Your woodcutters don‘t have enough to do? Let your
forester plant new saplings, but keep an eye on this indOuStrious fellow or you ’ll soon be overwhelmed by trees.
The forester can‘t see the forest for the trees!
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Woodworker

Miner

Saw
The woodworker does his share to get those buildings up.
With a saw in his hand and enough logs to
make boards, he’ll get down to business!

Pick
Down, down, down into a blackened pit. The miners
make sure there is enough metal and gold for the smelters,
and coal for the tool and weapons smith. Give him a pick
and plenty to eat! With their favorite food, the MINERS
tummies remain filled longer before they begin demanding
their next meal. For the gold and gem miners, fish is the
favorite. For the robust iron miners, a portion of ham is
just right. The coal miners are quite satisfied with bread and
the sulfur miners have just a burning desire for rice.

Stonecutter
Pick
Buildings are not made out of wood alone. If your
stonecutter has access to granite and has his trusty
pick at his side, he’ll see to it that the builders can do
their job!

Iron Smelter
Hammer
The builder hammers away from dawn to dusk when
enough wood and stone are at hand.

No tool
Got a supply of iron ore from the iron mine? Be sure the
iron smelter has coal to fire his furnace, then he‘ll get
the needed iron to the smiths.

Geologist

Gold Smelter

Builder

Hammer
Tap, tap, hmmm. Any water here? Is that a good spot for
a gold mine, or iron mine? And what about the coal?
Rely on your learned geologist for planning suitable
locations for mines and wells. He can save your miners
a lot of frustration!

No tool
If the gold smelter gets enough gold from the mines
and enough coal for his furnace, he‘ll make sure there
is enough bullion to go around.
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Tool smith

Miller

Hammer
The tool smith loves all kinds of tools! Make sure he has
His hammer and enough wood, coal and iron, and he’ll
see to it that the others have the tools they need to get
the job done!

No tool
Big mill wheels turning, your miller is at work taking
the wheat from the farmer and making the flour that
your baker will need. No wheat, no flour, no bread, and
hungry Settlers are not happy little troopers!

Weapons smith

Baker

Hammer
Unfortunately, some of those settlers out there aren‘t
so peace-loving, and you’ll need a weapons smith to help
out with the security. He’s going to need wood, coal and
iron, as well as a good, sturdy hammer!

No tool
Pat a cake, pat a cake. Here’s your man. Give him flour
and he‘ll have the loaves raising lickety split!

WaterWORKER
No tool
Nothing grows without water. If you want to feed your
household you need someone who supplies the farmers
and others with water.

Farmer
Scythe
Close to mother earth! Swinging that scythe to and fro,
our little farmer harvests the crops to be sent to the
miller, the distiller, the brewer and animal farmer. He’s
an instant food factory. Just add water.

Pig Farmer
No tool
Keep the pigs well-fed with grain and enough water,
then your slaughterhouse can make ham for your
hungry Settlers.

Donkey Breeder
No tool
If the Donkey breeder wants to avoid very stubborn
animals, he will see that his donkeys get grain to
their heart’s content. No respectable caravan can do
without donkeys!
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Butcher

Distiller

Axe
He’s not going to win any popularity contests among
the pigs, but with axe in hand he‘ll see to it that those
hardworking miners get some meat in their bellies!

No tool (A)
The Asian distiller is a conscientious fellow and checks
the quality of his work often. Don’t let those glazed
eyes fool you - he always knows whether he has enough
rice and water for his spirited workers!

Fisher
Rod
Let the fisher get on with his casting and soon he‘ll
have his bucket full of catfish, cod, and maybe a flounder or two for the hungry settlers.

Rice Farmer
No tool
The rice farmer plays an important part in feeding the
Asian Settlers and making sure that Ch‘ih-Yu is kept in
festive spirit. Rice grows best, of course, in swampy terrain.

Wine-grower
No tool (R)
Wine, the elixir of life. The Roman vintner will see to it
that Jupiter remains well-disposed to his colony.

27

Brewer
No tool (E)
Horus is certainly no exception among the gods regarding a small measure of liquid amusement. The brewer
knows this all too well, and when he has enough
grain and water, he‘ll help keep the falcon-god content!

Shipbuilder
Hammer
Transport ships and merchant ships - the shipbuilder really has
a full day getting all those seaworthy vessels ready for service.

Navigator
No tool
The navigator sets a course, raises up the sails, and casts
his fate to the winds! The Settlers on board, whether
civilian or military, can only hope that the winds of
the gods are favorable and that the navigator can
read the stars!
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Charcoal maker

Healer

No tool (R)
All the Roman charcoal maker needs is a little wood to
keep him on the go. He‘ll bury it, burn it and when the
time is ripe, there‘ll be nothing less than top-notch charcoal.

No tool
After a battle with hostile neighbors, your healer will surely
have his hands full treating the wounded. Don‘t worry about
him finding what he needs, he is an enthusiastic herb hunter!

29

Gunpowder maker
No tool (A)
Pow!, Bam!, Pop! The Asian gunpowder maker is trying out
new mixtures. Make sure he has enough charcoal and sulfur
to keep him busy. His work could play a decisive role in the
unfolding of your military potential!

Spy
No tool
Well, what have we got here? Better make a report on this. Your
intrepid spy collects valuable information about the position
and activities of possibly hostile neighboring Settlers. Keep an eye
on those nasty devils!

Swordsman
Sword

Spearman
Spear

BOWMAN
BOW

The swordsmen parry and thrust their
swords; the spearmen hurl their spears; and
the bowmen release flocks of arrows – the
stuff which strategists dreams are made of.
The higher the rank of each of these
specialists, the more skills they possess. Put
these skills to use wisely!

Cast of Characters
Religion plays a big part in Settlers III, with the introduction of
Gods and Demi-Gods. How you act and react towards your tribe’s
deity could mean the difference between survival and
extinction.
Respect them and they may reward you with gifts, ignore them
and face the consequences.

Characters
(in order of appearance)
Minerva: Goddess of wisdom, and crossword specialist. A
woman in her mid-thirties, a little worn out; wears
reading glasses.

Cupidus: Son of Venus. A conceited bodybuilder with
just one thing on his mind: himself.
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Jupiter: Lord of the Roman gods, Master of Thunder and
Lightning - though due to gluttony and heavy drinking
he’s a bit out of shape now. (In mind, body and behavior
he could pass for Jerry Garcia.) During the game he
mutates from an athletically challenged person to one
who can surmount any obstacle, but he’ll always have
eating on his mind. If anything motivates this change,
it’s his crush on Q’nqüra (in woman-form).

Horus: The falcon-headed sun god of ancient Egypt. He’s
mighty proud of the pyramids, when he’s not too busy
celebrating. A heavy drinker and a character who
tends to addictions. During the game he changes from
an alcoholic to a workaholic, and by the end he’ll be
working so hard he’ll have almost forgotten his
beloved pyramids.

Ch’ih-yu: The dragon-like monster of ancient
Chinese legends, he’s been neglecting his historical
role of marauder, except where large buffets are
concerned. Brings down the house with his
specialty: swallowing an ox in one piece. He looks
and speaks very much like the cute dragons we’ve
seen in children’s movies - except for his
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Chinese „look“ and his pudgy body - and in the beginning he even
acts very cute. Later, his naive behavior and cute attitude stand
in harsh contrast with the damage he wreaks, but Ch ih-Yu
himself is not aware of the contradiction, because Ch’ih-Yu IS
cute and he IS naive. He’s just playing the „god of Terror“ to make
Q’nqüra stop laughing about him, but he remains innocent.
Several other persons present: Nameless gods and goddesses.
Venus is the only one who is still beautiful, but her behavior is
embarrassing. She’s a loud, sloppy drunk, and when she’s not
slamming back another belt she’s grabbing food with her fingers
which was not meant to be finger food. Whatever erotic
charisma she has is eclipsed by her repulsive habits.

Q’nqüra: A scornful female character with shape-chanGing ability who was born to sneer. She schemes if she
has to, and always acts superior to everyone, except HE,
the Unknown God, whom she works for as a kind of
excutive officer. If she were to act the way she does on
behalf of the Judeo-Christian God, she would have been
thrown out of heaven. But HE is a bit more relaxed, and
possessES an ironic sense of humor, so he tolerates her
evil character and uses it for his own ends. Which
quite often involves her doing HIS dirty work for him.
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CUTSCENES

HE: The Unknown God all the inferior gods (are supposed to) pray
to. HE’s a kind of company boss, whose employees are getting on
his nerves because HE perceives them to be incompetent and
toady. Unfortunately, there aren’t any others better qualified,
even if it’s true. His basic belief centers around a high aesthetic
consciousness, which leads him to search for the True, Good and
Beautiful. This explains why he’s so repulsed by obesity.

As humans:
Septimus Marius - merchant
and captain.
Ramadamses - genius sculptor
and discoverer of the best
profile model in Egypt.
Tsu-Tang - rice farmer with a
black belt.

Credits
Producer
Thomas Hertzler

Development Manager
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Animation Files
Christian Häcker
Jörg Niesenhaus
Matthias Best
Ralf Schittkowski
Markus Segeth

Erik Simon

Project Manager

Graphic Concept and
Landscape Graphics

Torsten Hess

Torsten Hess

Gamedesign

Character Design

Volker Wertich

Thorsten Wallner

Main Program

Character Graphics and
Animation

Dirk Ringe,
Volker Wertich

Thorsten Wallner
Christian Siecora

AI and Video Player
Rainer Foetzki

Building Graphics

Installation Program
Michael Zeilfelder

Thorsten Mutschall
Torsten Hess
Sandro Falcone

Level Editor

Interface Graphics

Marcus Pukropski

Tobias Franz
Torsten Hess
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Additional Graphics

Beta Testers

Sandro Falcone
André Litschke
Oliver Mähler
Uwe Meier
Andre Quass
Marko Giertolla
Torsten Hess
Erik Simon
Thorsten Wallner
Thorsten Mutschall

Thomas Kudela
Christian Häcker
Jörg Niesenhaus
Thorsten Luxa
Dennis Hillebrand
Chris Harding
Jason Habel
Samantha Flint
Mark Hall

Music & Sound Effects
Haiko Ruttmann

Level Design
Marko Giertolla
Wolfgang Walk

Campaign Story

Director of Animation
Sequences
Wolfgang Walk

2D-Animation
Production
Denge Animation, Ankara

BRAD BISK
Achim Werth, nD-Vision,
Düsseldorf
Wolfgang Walk

Story, Screenplay
Mark L. Barrett
Wolfgang Walk

Direction of Voice Overs

Storyboard
Dietmar Kraemer

Director-Mark L. Barrett
Assistant Director – John
Podlasek

Character Development

Production:

Tom Thiel

Berliner Synchron (LOGO)
GmbH, Berlin

Haiko Ruttmann

HOLLIS RESNICK

DAVID ENGEL

Rainer Zicke

Wolfgang Walk

Music & Sound Effects

Q ‘ NQURA:
HORUS:

Technical Advisor:

Story, Screenplay

Daniel Schmidt

HE:

Video Post Production:

Wolfgang Walk

Beta Test Coordinator

Speakers:

Voiceover Production
for the Campaign Diaries
Haiko Ruttmann

CH ‘ IH-YU:
PAUL BERNARD

JUPITER:
ROB RILEY

Tsu-Tang:
Ace Grandson

Ramadamses:
Jonathan Failla

Septimus Marius:
Eric Hanson
WITH THANKS TO HOLLYRIK &
HEITZ CASTING, CHICAGO
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Product Manager
Daniel Schmidt

Localization
Daniel Schmidt
Dale Collins
Chris Harding

PACKAGING, MANUAL
LAYOUT, DESIGN AND
PRODUCTION
Andreas Kaehmer
Antje Davids
Martina Stojek
Michael Dreher
Manfred Kallweit

Manual
Dale Collins
Wolfgang Walk
Chris Harding

On-Line Manual
Dale Collins
Sven Liebich
Wolfgang Walk
Chris Harding
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Blue Byte USA

Blue Byte United Kindom

Vice President of
Business Development

General Manager
Steve Spence

Mark Hall

Marketing Manager
Administrative Assistant

Julie Simpson

Cynthia Rodriguez

Sales Manager
COVER ILLUSTRATION
tom thiel

Public Relations
Manager

Andy Law

Samantha Flint

Public Relations
Manager

Sales Manager

Marcus Beer

Alison Davison

Administrative Assistant
Manager of
Information Systems
Chris Harding

Vikki Burgess

Technical Support
Kris Bremner

Customer Support
Jason Hable
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A Special Word of
Thanks to:
A hearfelt thank-you to
all the beta testers!
To all the Settler fans who
sent in suggestions.
Julian W., Ute E. and Thea
(Goddess of the Coffee Pot)
Bees and E.T.
Kerstin and Christopher
(Junior)
Rosi and Jennifer
Granma
Christian H. for juice support
Brian
ICQ
Calvin And Hobbes for the
passwords
The Addams Family
Georg Gill and his Incubation
Site
Carl Barks (this man can‘t be
thanked enough)
Willi Meyer, tmp
Rolf Meurer, Prof. Equipment
Helge Kaul, quasimidi
Claire Din
Angelika Nolte

Marketing and Public
Relations
UK: Julie Simpson and Marcus
Beer
US: Samantha Flint
Special Thanks to:
US OFFICE: Jason Habel, Mark
Hall.
UK OFFICE: Andy Law, Kris
Bremner, Piero Canuti.
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